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ABSTRACT

In the present p~per, a weighted infonnation theoretic measure has been used to compare and
assess the military requirements of a country wrt other countries to meet the challenge of future battles.
A measure of weighted directed-divergence based on m probability distributions has been proposed
and a probability distribution 'closest' to these m probability distributions is obtained. The closest
probability distribution provides a reasonably adequate measure and thus enables one to apply this
technique in real life situation, viz., assessment of balanced military requirements for a country:
consensus ranking, pattern recognition, etc.

been made to incorporate a weight importance
factor, since it is known that different weapon

I
systems are applicable in different environment due
to operational limitations. For example, the
mobility of a tank may depend upon the terrain
quality , which varies from one country to' another .
The.refore, the requirement of number of tanks is
diffe!ent 'for diff.erent countries. The concept of
weight factor may account for the operational
environment and applicability of weapon systems.
Further, reliability of different weapon systems is
also incorporated in the model.

I. INTRODUCTION

We are living in a world dominated by highly
sophisticated weapon systems, including nuclear
technologies. Different countries are either
designing or procuring these weapon systems to
meet future battle needs. It is equally important for
our nation to compare its own military requirements
in relation to other countries to meet national
security needs and future military threats. The
military requirements may be in terms of defence
budget, quantities of different weapon systems,
manpower in Armed Forces, etc. The model
developed in this study is ba~ed on the principle that
if the proportions of any characteristic (say weapon
system) for different entities (say countries) are
known, then the proportions of the characteristic
'closest' to the proportions of characteristics of
different entities can be obtained. Earlier, a
generalised measure of directed-divergence was
proposedl and the same applied to assess military
requirements. In the present paper, an effort has

G ENERALISED D IRECTED-

DIVERGENCE MEASURE

2.

Let PI, P2, Pm be m probability distribu-
tions, where P r = (Plr' P2r' ...PnJ ; r = 1, 2, , m.

Vinocha and Goyaf obtained a measure of

generalised directed-divergence based on these m

probability distributions as:
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where I(P1:Pm:Pr) is Theil's3 measure of
information improvement, when the true
distribution is PI and its estimate is revised from
P m to P,., and I(P 1 :P k) is a .Kerridge 4 measure of

inaccuracy. This measure was studied by Kapur and
TripathiS and it has been found that this measure is a
characterisation of a specific functional equation
and does not satisfy the essential properties of
measures of information. Also, it was modified, so

that it can become a meaningful measure. Kapur6
proposed other generalised directed-divergence
measures based on m probability distribution. .

(7)

This is minimum when p = p", where A and p"

are given by Eqns 4 and 5, respectively. Thus, p. is
the distribution, the sum of directed-divergence
from which to (m-2) distribution P2, P3, P m-l is
minimum. It is, in some sense, the distribution
which is closest to the (m-2) prob~bility
distributions.

4. WEIGHTED INFORMATION-
THEORETIC MEASURE

Literature on measures of information and their
characterisation has been surveyed by Aczel and
Daroczy8 and Mathai and Rathie9. They have
discussed measures of entropy, directed-
divergence, information-improvement, but have not
discussed the us.eful measures (weighted measures).
Belis and Guiasu 10 raised the important issue of

integrating the quantitative, objective and
prob~bilistic concepts of information with the
qualitative subjective and non-stochastic concept of
utility (weight). On the basis of two plausible
postulates, viz., (i) the useful/weighted information
from two independent events is the sum of the
useful/weighted information given by the two
events separately and the (ii) we~ghted information
given by an event is directly ,'proportional to' its
weight, one can deduce

Equation ( 1) can also be written as

n
= (m-2)Ip" InDl (Pl'P2' ,Pm

P;

(P;m )l/m-2 (3)

where Pi. is geometric mean of the ith components
ofP2, P3, ...Pm-! and

n
L p; =A
i=1 (4)

so that

p ."

~

A

.
P2

(5)

is the probability distribution.
n

H(P:W) = -Lw;p; lop;

i=\3. INTERPRETATION OF CLOSEST
PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION

The sum of Kullback-Leible? measure of
directed-divergence of a probability distribution p
from P2, PJ, Pm-1 is given by

(8)

where the utility/weight distribution is W= (Wl, W2,
...Wn} and the probability distribution, p = (Pl'P2' 00

p n).
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LoilgO1l discussed this measure in detail and
raised two objections against its applicability in
noiseless coding theorem. Kapurl2 further studied H

(P: W) in depth and raised two more objections
regarding the unit of information; and he could
modified this measure, so that it can become a
meaningful measure of information. As
utility/weight increases, the information does not
change, but the expected utility (weight) increases:

n m-.

I:
m- 2 ;=1 r=2

~~~

D2 (P. ,P2

~~~

n

J(P) = Lp;w

where J(P) is the expected utility .He has also given

a justification to couple the weight (utility) concept

with information.

~
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~
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~

"
then -Lp;' InP;' becomes a proper measure of

;=1
information and satisfies all the important
properties. Kapur13 further proposed a number of

useful measures of information. The inclusion of
w;'s in the measures of information enables one to

extend the scope of application.
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5. WEIGHTED MEASURE OF
GENERALISED DlRECTED-
DIVERGENCE
Let Pj = (Pli'P2i' ' Pnj): j = 1,2, ...,m be m

proportion vectors having n components each or
probability distributions and ~ = (Wlj, W2j, ...Wnj)
are weight factors assigned to each componentn
of m proportion vectors, (0' ::; wij ::; 1), Lwij = 1,
J.- 1 2 m i=1

-, , , . I(P::P~ :p'. )+ InA'

Let PI be the true proportion vector and let its
initial estimate be Pmo Let P2' P3' ...Pm-1 be any
(m-2) revised estimate of PI; then the (m-2)
improvements of information are:

where Pit. is a weighted geometric mean of the th

components of p; , p; , P~-1

and

I(PI :P m :P2 ), I(PI :Pm :PJ ), I(P1 :P m :P m (10) n
, "\:""' ,.

A = L.,Pi

i=1 18)and the average of these is given by
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so that .Letpij(i=I,2, ,n;j =1,2,...,m)inEqn(ll)
represent the proportions of different categories of

weapon systems and W;j have the same
interpretation as above, then p'. in Eqn ( 16) gives
the proportions of different categories of weapon

systems which are closest to the given proportions
of these categories of weapon systems for other
countries.

[ P'. p'. -!--~

A' , A' ,

p'. =

(19)

is the probability distribution

It has meaningful interpretation in terms of
improvement of information in revising the
estimate of P: from p; to p'. where p'. is the
distribution closest to p; , p; ...P;-1 .The
normalisation in Eqn (11) is necessary for Pj~ ,
Pj'2' ' P;~ to be a probability. distribution. Instead
of simple weight factor, one could also consider any
monotic increasing function of weight. This weight
function may depend on several parameters i.vhich
characterise the utility of a weapon system and the
choice of these parameters is up to the designer or
the expert.

.As one knows, reliability plays an important
role in design and development of hardware
systems 14. This is the probability of a device to
perform its purpose adequately for an intended time
(mission) under given environmental conditions.
Coupling of reliability factor with this model may

give integrated proportions.

Letrij(O~rij~ I,i= 1,2, n;j= 1,2, ...m)be
the reliability factor assigned to j th category of
weapons by i th country. Pij and wij are the same as in

the above application.

One defines
APPLICATIONS OF PROPOSED MODEl
FOR ASSESSING MILITARY
REQUIREMENTS

6.

r;k W;k Pik
n

Lr;k W;k Pik

Pi: = k = 1,2, ,m

The measures developed in this study may be
useful in various scenarios. Some of them are as
follows: One gets'

.Letpij(i =1,2, , n;j = 1,2, ..., m) in Eqn (11)

represent the proportion of defence budget
allocated to j th category of weapons (say missiles,

tanks, torpedo etc.) by ith country and Wij be the
weight factor assigned to j th category of weapons
by i th country. These weights are proportional to the

operational environment and the applicability of a
particular weapon system. In general, p;j'S and W;j'S
are different for different countries. p'. s, in Eqn 16
so obtained may be the appropriate choice, i.e., at
least the country should have the proportion of

,
defence budget allocated to different categories of
weapon systems which is closest to the given
proportions of def{f;nce budgets allocated to
different categories of weapon systems by other
countries. Different components of p'. give the
proportions of defence budget allocated to various
categories of weapon systems.

n
P;) = Lpi~ In

i=1
='DJ (p\w,P;,

(21)

(22)
=1 ( pW .pW . p W.

1 .m . + In Aw

p~ I

Aw J

n
"'""' ,.

A'=L.,p;

;=1 (24)

p.. is a proportion of different categories of
weapon systems coupled with reliability and weight
factor, which is closest to the given proportion of
various categories of weapon systems of other
countries. In this way, one can obtain a proportion
of different categories of weapon systems -along
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take some other central tendency measure. A
number of parametric measures of information are
available in literature 16. One could also consider
them and ~pply the same methodology to get more
generalised directed-divergence measures coupled
with reliability and weight factor. Most of these
parameteric ~easures tend to Kullback-Leibler
measure of directed-divergence for specific values
of the involved parameters. The role of involved
parameters in these measures gives the
accountability of the goodness of fit.

with their reliabilities and utilities, which at least a
country should have to meet the challenge of future
battles. One could also consider these proportions
f0r various parameters measuring the military
strength of differen.t countries. Wij (O~ Wij ~ I )
depends upon applicability and operational
environment, etc. of these parameters; this

procedure provides a balanced military requirement
for a country .

The information required to apply these
measures to assess military requirements includes
the proportions of defence budget, different
categories of weapon systems, their applicability
and the operational environment (i.e., weightage
factor), reliability figures of different categories of
weapon systems of various countries which may be
available, but it may be difficult to get the exact
figures for other countries.
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